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relation PackageToSchema {
domain uml p:Package {name=pn}
domain rdbms s:Schema {name=pn}
}
                                                           
                      
                                                            
                      
                                                            
                      
                                                            
                      
                                                            
A B
rule 1: A o B  B A C  A o C
rule 2: A o B  B  C C D  A o C  A o D
                     
relation rule {
checkonly domain l_mm var1:Task { };
enforce domain r_mm var1:Task { };
}
                                                            
relation rule {
checkonly domain l_mm var1:Task { };
enforce domain r_mm var1:EPCElement { };
}
relation rule_a {
checkonly domain l_mm var1:Task { };
enforce domain r_mm var1:Function { };
}
relation rule_b {
checkonly domain l_mm var1:Task { };
enforce domain r_mm var1:Event { };
}
                      
package vttemplate q
context PropertyTemplateItem










def: hasProperty(property: Property): Boolean =
self.ownedAttribute exists(p: Property | p = property)
self.
endpackage
or superClass exists(c: Class | c.hasProperty(property))
                                                           
                     
                                                            
                     
                                                            
                      
                                                            
transformation ProcessToProcess(prc_1:processMM_1; prc_2:processMM_2) {
key processMM_2::Process {name};
key processMM_2::Task {name, namespace};
key processMM_2::Decision {name, namespace};
key processMM_2::Merge {name, namespace};
key processMM_2::Flow {name, namespace};
top relation ProcessToProcess {
pn:  String;
checkonly domain prc_1 p_1:Process { name=pn };
enforce domain prc_2 p_2:Process { name=pn };
}
top relation TaskToTask {
tn:  String;
checkonly domain prc_1 t_1:Task { namespace=p_1:Process {}, name=tn };
enforce domain prc_2 t_2:Task { namespace=p_2:Process {}, name=tn };
when { ProcessToProcess(p_1, p_2); }
where {  StepToStep_out(t_1, t_2); StepToStep_in(t_1, t_2); }
}
top relation DecisionToDecision {
dn:  String;
checkonly domain prc_1 d_1:Decision { namespace=p_1:Process {},
name=dn  };
enforce domain prc_2 d_2:Decision {namespace=p_2:Process {}, name=dn};
when { ProcessToProcess(p_1, p_2); }
where {  StepToStep_out(d_1, d_2); StepToStep_in(d_1, d_2); }
}
top relation MergeToMerge {
mn:  String;
checkonly domain prc_1 m_1:Merge { namespace=p_1:Process {}, name=mn};
enforce domain prc_2 m_2:Merge { namespace=p_2:Process {}, name=mn};
when { ProcessToProcess(p_1, p_2); }




checkonly domain prc_1 s_1:Step { outFlow=out_1:Flow { name=fn } };




checkonly domain prc_1 s_1:Step { inFlow=in_1:Flow { name=fn } };
enforce domain prc_2 s_2:Step { inFlow=in_2:Flow { name=fn } };
}
top relation FlowToFlow {
fn:  String;
checkonly domain prc_1 f_1:Flow { namespace=p_1:Process {}, name=fn };
enforce domain prc_2 f_2:Flow { namespace=p_2:Process {}, name=fn };
when { ProcessToProcess(p_1, p_2); }
}
}
                      
                                                            
                      
                                                            
                     
                                                            
                     
                                                           
                      
                                                           
                     
